Navy EFMP
Provides Navy Sailors and families in the Exceptional Family Member Program with guidance to support those with chronic medical or mental health and/or special education needs.

VCNO Standards of Conduct
Provides resources to ensure that US Navy Flag Officers and their staffs administer and maintain a comprehensive ethics program.

MyNavy Family
Developed for Navy Spouses and Sailors’ families, the MyNavy Family app combines authoritative info from multiple websites into a convenient app.

MyNavy UNIFORMS
A guide to OPNAV uniform regulations with specific wear and grooming requirements instructions.

PMK-EE
Lets Sailors complete the mandatory Professional Military Knowledge Eligibility Exams (PMK-EE) anytime and anywhere on a Sailor’s mobile device.

CENSECFOR Toolbox
Provides access to four Center for Security Forces (CENSECFOR) selected weapons training courses.

Seabees RTMs
Allows Seabees to use their mobile device to access their specific Rate Training Manuals (RTMs) and execute training to receive credit in their Electronic Training Jacket (ETJ).

Aviation Corrosion Challenge
Uses a gaming scenario with score-based challenges to help users identify aircraft corrosion types, forms, and characteristics.

USN Morse Code Flashing Light
Morse Code Flashing Light (MCFL) app quickly and effectively teaches Sailors Morse Code navigation communication signals using their personal mobile device.

NAVSEA Mobile
Provides a one-stop overview of the NAVSEA organization, focusing primarily on installations and activities in the US.

Center for Service Support (CSS)
Non-Resident Training Courses (NRTC)
Provides Sailors in Supply and Admin ratings access to Rate Training Manual (RTM) courses and resources to advance their job skills.

Warrior Toughness
Warrior Toughness app is an extension of the Warrior Toughness training program, which teaches Sailors techniques that allow them to perform at their peak in challenging circumstances.

MilEd Benefits
Provides off-duty, voluntary education benefits to support military recruitment, retention, readiness, and civilian transition goals.

Official Navy PFA
Provides resources to maintain optimal health and readiness, including the official Physical Fitness Assessment (PFA) calculator.
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My Navy HR IT Solutions is the Navy’s leading producer of mobile applications. Questions or suggestions for Navy Apps can be sent to NavyApps@Navy.mil.
The Navy App Locker (NAL) is the US Navy’s official app website. It provides Sailors, civilians, and families a central location to download apps related to Navy life, training, education, fitness, and career topics.

**Navy App Locker**
Navy App Locker mobile app is the trusted source for information and download links to mobile apps developed by the U.S. Navy.

**Shellback**
Shellback supports Naval Surface Force (SURFOR) personnel with relevant information, including the SURFOR Training & Readiness Manual and ‘Rules of Road’ quiz that tests Sailors’ maritime navigation knowledge.

**Domestic Violence Prevention (DVP)**
Delivers resources and training to assist in the prevention of domestic violence and child abuse.

**Final Multiple Score (FMS) Calculator**
Calculates projected FMS for Navy enlisted Sailors, E3 through E6, looking to be advanced to pay grades E4 through E7.

**US Navy Ratings & Reference**
Provides a score-based sortable reference to review different rating insignias across the US Navy.

**Navy COOL**
Navy’s Credentialing Opportunities On-Line (COOL) provides Sailors career tools to make professional development decisions and Advancement BIBs study material for every Navy rating.

**Records Management**
Provides mandatory annual Records Management Training for all DON personnel (mil/civ/contr) guidelines and best practices IAW DON policy guidelines.

**Pregnancy and Parenthood**
Delivers pregnancy- and parenthood-related policies and resources, including information on maternity uniforms, adoption, and leave to service members.

**Department of Navy Acculturation Program (DON AP)**
DON AP provides a cultural orientation for incoming USN and USMC personnel, including on-boarding information, history and heritage.

**US Military Ranks & Reference**
Provides a score-based sortable reference to review various rank insignias from all military branches.

**Ships & Aircraft Training**
Provides interactive flashcards to visually identify more than 100 naval ships, aircraft, and equipment, and includes stats and trivia questions.

**MyMilitary OneSource**
Offers our military community 24/7 easy access to a world of support, including military benefits, expert help, guides to the MilLife and much more.

**MyNavy Financial Literacy**
Gives Sailors information to help achieve personal financial goals and meet the Navy’s financial literacy education requirements.

**Operational Risk Management (ORM)**
Provides three courses that teach ways to mitigate and avoid various risks when performing job-related tasks and daily personal activities.

**CLREC Navy Global Deployer**
Provides Navy personnel with training products, courses, and aids designed to increase their understanding of countries and cultures worldwide in preparation for deployment.